For large organisations, it’s vital to exert control over energy costs within an overall risk-managed strategy. SSE Gas Cash Out is designed to give major energy users the freedom and flexibility to time their purchasing decisions more effectively to take advantage of market high and lows.

Spread purchasing decisions over the duration of your contract

SSE Gas Cash Out is an alternative to fixed price agreements. If you understand your consumption profile, you can fine-tune your forecasted gas use down to 100 therm clip sizes.

This gives you the control to ‘cash out’ using your Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) data against published indices for any unsecured volume. You simply pay transparent, specific balancing costs rather than referring to general industry data profiling which may not reflect your energy use.
Flexibility to help your business

Buying energy as part of your risk management strategy: how to gain control and choose when to purchase

SSE Gas Cash Out gives you the option to buy Gas and later sell it back, on an unlimited basis and at no extra cost. Also known as ‘locking and unlocking’, this approach allows you to optimise your overall supply price on a risk-managed basis.

Increased efficiency can be achieved in two ways. First, we remove shaping fees across your whole portfolio. Second, through Automatic Meter Readings (AMR), you pay for your actual usage shape rather than relying on industry standards.

SSE Gas Cash Out benefits

- Maximise the value from your interval data by using the daily data to derive your final achieved commodity price
- Live billing of energy and non-energy costs, enabling no reconciliation and increasing your cash flow
- Refine your forecasted position and purchasing decisions up to the end of every month
- Ability to purchase Gas down to 100 therm clip sizes based on your own consumption forecasts
- Cash out is derived from transparent indices rather than system marginal pricing
- Zero fees for fixing and unfixing, allowing you to take full advantage of the markets highs and lows at no extra cost

Who can benefit from SSE Gas Cash Out?

- Minimum of 11GWh of aggregated metered demand per annum
- Daily Metered (DM) or Non-Daily Metered (NDM) or combined DM/NDM portfolio
- Full or majority AMR equipped sites

To find out more about SSE Gas Cash Out, contact your account manager

0800 072 3317  business.enquiries@sse.com  ssebusinessenergy.co.uk